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SOFTWARE DEVELOPED AT UD SAVES TAX DOLLARS

BY HELPING TO MAINTAIN MILITARY AIRCRAFT

DAYTON, Ohio -- The same problems that stymie weekend
mechanics also frustrate people who maintain aircraft. A
critical component may be just out of reach or invisible behind
other units. And even the strongest technician may not have what
it takes to grip a wrench and loosen bolts positioned overhead.
To help engineers design aircraft that can be maintained
easily and inexpensively, the University of Dayton Research
Institute (UDRI) has developed CREW CHIEF, a three-dimensional
computer model of an aircraft maintenance technician. CREW CHIEF
allows equipment designers to assess the reach, strength and
visibility required to maintain aircraft--while the ~esign is
still on the drawing board.
"You design something on a computer aided design (CAD)
system, bring in CREW CHIEF and tell it what to do, just like you
would tell a person," says Joe McDaniel, an industrial engineer
at the Armstrong -Laboratory at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
for whom UDRI developed the software. "People may complain about
reaching into tight spaces under the hood of their cars, but an
airplane is 10 times worse."
Because CREW CHIEF can be interfaced directly with a CAD
system, the model provides a new way to make knowledge and
technology available to designers, says McDaniel. He says CREW
CHIEF's applications range from cars and trucks to any workplace
where an engineer must evaluate people's capabilities.
-more-
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CREW CHIEF: page 2
CREW CHIEF is the world's largest and most comprehensive
database of its kind, according to mathematician Phil Krauskopf,
UD's principal investigator on the project.
The database resulted from hundreds of thousands of
measurements of body size, visibility, accessibility and
strength. In fact, during four years of ergonomics experiments,
researchers took more than 100,000 strength measurements of
nearly 1,500 subjects--lifting, pushing, pulling, tightening or
loosening in a dozen different postures.
"The experiments simulate as accurately as possible the
actual conditions of the task," says McDaniel. "The designers
select the parameters," which include gender, size, clothing and
posture.
"You usually pick the extremes," adds Krauskopf. "A 5th
percentile (small) female; 95th percentile (large) male. If
something's up high, your main concern is the 5th percentile
female. If it's a question of tight accessibility, you're more
concerned with the 95th percentile male."
After running an analysis, designers judge how easily the
equipment can be maintained and change their design if necessary.
"If you have to lift a 100-pound weight on top of a high shelf
and only 1 percent of the men will be able to do the lift, you
know you will have problems," says Krauskopf.
-30For media interviews, contact Phil Krauskopf at (513) 256-2282 or
Capt. Alvina Mitchell of the Aeronautical Systems Division Public
Affairs Office of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base at (513) 2552725.

